Wh Justice
An Icon of Arabian Beauty
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I am sure that I am not the only person
who had this response when I saw the
photo of WH Justice taken by Gregor
Aymar. I was curious, so I actually
called Gregor at his home in Germany
and spoke to him. I asked him as
diplomatically as possible, was the
photo real - or was it enhanced. Gregor
was emphatic in his reply, “No! It is
real! That is Justice – that is exactly
what he is. I have known WH Justice a
long time and I have been involved with
him since he was young, about two or
three-years old. It was a big challenge
to photograph him, I was quite nervous
because he is so special. When I saw
the results, I was not surprised that the

From North America to South
America, Europe, the Middle East,
Australia and Africa – WH Justice
has become a modern day symbol, an
icon of Arabian beauty. For centuries,
horsemen and women around the world
have considered the Arabian horse to
be the standard of beauty among all
equine breeds. The Arabian horse was
certainly valued for its qualities, such
as stamina, speed, and athletic ability,
which contributed to the improvement
of other breeds. However, it was the
breed characteristics of exotic style,
natural flamboyance, graceful carriage,
exquisite refinement, their kind and
noble disposition, and unquestionable
intellect that made the Arabian horse
the favorite of aristocrats and royalty.
These breed traits have been passed
down from generation to generation
through the ancestors of WH Justice and
have come to life in this totally unique
individual.
Over the years, I have researched
many horses and when it came to WH
Justice, I was a bit confused. I know
the WH prefix of WH Justice stands for
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photos were good – I was happy – I
said, “I caught him!” What people see
is exactly what he is – he truly is that
beautiful.”
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he first time I saw him, I was looking
through the pages of an Arabian horse
magazine. I stopped. Was this image
real? Had it been digitally enhanced?
I did not know the answers and I did
not care. All I knew was this was the
most beautiful Arabian horse I had ever
seen and just to look at him gave me an
indescribable feeling of joy. As I studied
his image, I felt a thread wind around
my heart and I became connected to
this divine creature. I do not use the
word divine lightly; it is with reverence
because only the Divine could create
a creature this wonderful. His name is
WH Justice.

Wh Justice
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Wendell Hansen, an American breeder
for more than 40 years. However, the
registered breeder is different. I decided
to end the confusion, so I called Travis
Hansen and he related the true history,
“WH Justice was bred by my father,
Wendell Hansen. He had leased the
mare Vona Sher-Renea, from David
and Jo Anne Goodrich of Salt Lake
City, Utah, USA for several years. Vona
Sher-Renea is by the El Shaklan son
El Sher-Mann and out of Renea, Vona
is a mare with primarily Egyptian and
Polish bloodlines. Dad bred Vona to

Magnum Psyche because he was a five
time national champion and considered
the heir to the world famous Padron sire
line. The following year, on May 16,
1999, Vona Sher-Renea produced a grey
colt. Dad had 13 foals that year: eight
fillies and five colts. We really liked
Justice very much, but we had five colts
and you just can’t keep every foal you
breed.
Our friend Fernando Poli knew of some
breeders in Italy who were looking for
a very special colt or stallion and he

contacted them. They fell in love with
Justice and purchased him for their
farm. Immediately after the sale, my
father said he was sorry he had not kept
some breedings to Justice because he
was certain the colt was going to be a
good sire. He sure was right about that!
We are very proud of WH Justice and
all that he has contributed to the breed.”
The Arabian horse breeders who were
looking for this special stallion were
Thierry and Catherine Kerjean of
Equid System Ltd, in Villa Guardia,

Italy. They remembered that time in
their lives; “We had been searching
for a very special horse for a long
time. Trainer and bloodstock agent,
Fernando Poli knew the qualities that
we were looking for in a stallion and
he regularly sent us videos of colts and
stallions. One day we received a video
with several colts for sale. Among the
horses, an “unnamed” colt captivated
us. We thought it was a picture, but it
was a video! This colt was like a statue,
and he was only a few months old.
We decided to begin the negotiations
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Wh Justice.
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Purchasing a colt that was not yet a full
year old was a huge risk for Thierry
and Catherine Kerjean. After settling
into his new home, WH Justice was
introduced to the European show
scene. Breeders in Europe strive for
classic Arabian type, and in the past,
it was very difficult, if not impossible,
for an American-bred horse to meet
the European standards. However,
WH Justice met and exceeded even
the most discriminating European
breeders’ desire for extreme beauty.
WH Justice won several titles including
All Nations Cup Champion Stallion,
European Reserve Champion Stallion,
Mediterranean Reserve Champion
Stallion and Best European Horse
in Menton, Towerlands Champion
Stallion, World Championship Top
Ten three times, as well as the award
for best head at that show two times Colt and Stallion, and Italian National
Reserve Champion Colt.
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immediately because the deadline
for the Scottsdale show entries was
near - we wanted to buy him quickly.
So, we bought Justice without having
seenor seeing him other than on the
video – which we still have! Everything
happened very quickly. In fact, Justice
was even entered at Scottsdale in our
name. After the show, Justice went
to the east coast for the quarantine,

WH Justice covered his first mares in
2002 when he was just three-years-old.
He bred 14 mares and with that very
first foal crop, he established himself
as a sire of quality by producing two
international champions. The first was
Panarea by Palawan, out of Palawan by
Padrons Ghibli; she won the hearts of
breeders and judges around the world as
well as the titles of European Champion
Filly, World Reserve Champion Filly,
Dubai International Champion Filly,
and the Arabian Breeders World Cup
Champion Mare, as well as many
other titles. Also included in that first

Justice another important title – “The
Champion Maker!”
In 2004, a filly by WH Justice was
born, Bess Fa’Izah, out of Sharon El
Khendal by Ass-Kendal; she would
prove to be one of his most successful
daughters. The show record for Bess
Fa’Izah is extensive and includes the
titles of 2010 World Champion Mare,
European Reserve Champion Mare,
Mediterranean Reserve Champion
Mare, 2009 Dubai International
Champion Mare, Al Khalediah Horse
Festival Champion Mare, 2007 Dubai
International Champion Filly and Dubai
Cup Winner, 2006 World Champion
Filly, All Nations Cup Reserve
Champion Filly, Sharjah International
Champion Filly, Mediterranean
Champion Filly in Menton, 2005
World Reserve Champion Filly, and All
Nations Cup Champion Filly. To say
that Bess Fa’Izah is exceptional is an

Ajman Moniscione
(Wh Justice x Anthea Moniscione).
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before traveling to Europe. We were so
excited, could hardly wait! WH Justice
arrived in Europe in April 2000; he was
11 months old.”

foal crop was the exotic colt, Ajman
Moniscione, out of Anthea Moniscione,
also by Padrons Ghibli. Ajman
Moniscione was a spectacular colt
that won the Reserve Champion Colt
title at the European Championships
twice; he was All Nations Cup Reserve
Champion Colt, and also Mediterranean
Champion Colt. Ajman Moniscione has
gone on to sire his own international
champion sons and daughters. It was a
promising start to brilliant career and
word of Justice’s exquisite foals spread
quickly. Everyone could appreciate
Justice’s extreme type and sweet
disposition, but breeders appreciated
him even more for his amazing ability
to consistently produce foals with those
very same qualities. From each of the
foal crops WH Justice sired, more
Arabian horse superstars came to life.
The success and international acclaim
given to his progeny, earned WH
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Bess Fa’ Izah
(Wh Justice x Sharon El Khendal).

Aja Adonis
(Wh Justice x Sanadina).

Colt, Towerlands Champion Colt,
Elran Cup Bronze Medal Colt, 2008
European Championship Top Five
Colt, Towerlands Reserve Champion
Colt, Ströhen Champion Colt, Wels
International Reserve Champion
Colt, and Frankfurt International
Champion Colt. Other Champions
sired by WH Justice for Aja Arabians
include Aja Adonis, out of Sanadina
by Sanadik El Shaklan; he was the
2010 Strohen Silver Champion Colt,
World Championship Top Ten. The
WH Justice daughter Aja Angelica,
out of FS Anastasia by Kubinec, was
the 2010 Al Khalediah International
Reserve Champion Mare, Abu Dhabi
International Bronze Medal Mare and
2009 UAE National Champion Mare.
Breeders around the world are
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One of the most famous breeding
programs in the world was established
by Marieta Salas of Ses Planes, in
Mallorca, Spain. Marieta has been
breeding national, international and
world champion Arabian horses for
more than 30 years. Marieta has very
discerning taste, as well as a deep
appreciation for beauty, so it is no
surprise that she choose to include
WH Justice in her breeding program.
Marieta’s champion filly sired by WH
Justice, Abha Opalina, is out of Om El
Amira Estopa by Sanadik El Shaklan.
This filly has been very successful in
the show rings of Europe, some of
her titles in 2010 include European

Bronze Medal Mare, Elran Cup
Reserve Champion Mare, 2007 World
Championship Top Ten, All Nations
Cup Reserve Champion Filly, 2006
Spanish National Champion Filly and
she is just getting started.
Another breeding program that has
been very successful in producing
horses of exotic type and quality is Aja
Arabians, of Shropshire, UK, owned by
Malcolm and Jane Hickford. They bred
their mare Aja Beneja by FS Bengali
to WH Justice and produced the colt
Aja Justified. This young stallion has
his father’s extreme features and he
has used them to collect an incredible
number of championship titles. Some of
the titles include 2010 World Champion
Colt, Unanimous European Champion
Colt, All Nations Cup Champion

Aja Justified
(Wh Justice x Aja Beneja)
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understatement. Her beauty and quality
defy description – except to say she is
her father’s daughter.
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Abha Opalina
(Wh Justice x Om El Amira Estopa)

Filly, Towerlands Reserve Champion
Filly, and Elran Cup Bronze Medal Filly,
2008 Belgian National Champion Filly.

Fm Gloriaa
(Wh Justice x Psity of Angels).

infatuated with the stunning WH

WH Justice is producing. FM Gloriaa’s

Psity Of Angels by Psytadel. This

earned her the titles of 2010 European

Justice daughter FM Gloriaa, out of
vision in white, owned by Mieke Sans
and Swatam Arabians, is yet another

exquisite example of the excellence that

extreme beauty and quality have

Champion Filly, 2009 World Reserve
Champion Filly, European Bronze

Medal Filly, All Nations Cup Champion

Although WH Justice began his life in
the United States of America, he left
his home at a very early age – well
before he was old enough to cover a
mare – so his breeder, Wendell Hansen
was not able to retain his bloodlines
for his breeding program. Several
years later, Wendell’s son Travis
Hansen was looking for a top-quality
colt with extreme type and exotic
looks. He found the perfect colt in
Italy, LA Karát, a son of WH Justice!
LA Karát is out of LA Kalahari by
Shaklan Ibn Bengali, so he has two
lines to El Shaklan. As a yearling, Karát
was presented at some of the most
prestigious shows in Europe including
the Mediterranean Championships in
Menton, France where he received
three scores of “20” for head, type and
movement and he won the award for
best head of his class. LA Karát also
won the International rated show at
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LA Karat
(Wh Justice x LA Kalahari)

L Farahdiba
(Wh Justice x Feemi).
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Shanghai EA
(Wh Justice x Salymah EA)

Turchiya MPE
(Wh Justice x Thee Rahiba)

Al Princess Aliha
(Wh Justice x Al Aliha).
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Researching the champion get sired by
WH Justice is a bit like pulling a silver

thread from an priceless tapestry; like
the thread, the list keeps getting longer
and longer; it seems to have no end.
The descendants of WH Justice named
here are just a few of his remarkable
family. The list is extensive and without
question, it will continue to expand
with each new foal crop of get and
grand get. I believe it is safe to say that
WH Justice’s popularity will never fade
because his beauty is truly timeless.
Today, tomorrow, forever – people
everywhere will continue to seek the
joy that we find in those things that are
lovely, pure, noble, and uplifting. For
us, WH Justice will remain a source of
those qualities and an eternal icon of
classic Arabian beauty. m

A special side bar
Thierry, Catherine and Thomas Kerjean of Equid System Ltd
We were looking for a stallion for our
stud farm, but we could never have
hoped to find such a unique horse, the
horse of our life, and also a dear friend
– WH Justice is all of this. Our dream
is fulfilled because he is also a show
horse and a great sire. What else can we
ask? WH Justice is everything we were
looking for and more!

son Thomas, they have the same age,
and to discover his gentleness and his
charming character; he is a really nice,
friendly, and curious horse. Justice is
always ready to show off just for you,
a real player. He likes to have someone
with him, an entourage, like a star with
his habits and his whims. Justice has a
strong but lovely character!

Over the years, we have had the chance
to see Justice grow up together with our

What we can note is that all the people
who have had the opportunity to meet
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Ittenwiller where he was unanimous
Champion Colt with three scores of
“20” for movement. This shows that
WH Justice produces beautiful and
athletic offspring. Karát came to the
United States in 2010. That same year
he covered his first group of mares
and his first foals arrived in 2011.
They all carry the family traits of huge
black eyes, large expressive nostrils,
flamboyant tail carriage, prancing
motion and sweet dispositions. LA
Karát promises to continue his father’s
work of producing champion offspring
in America.
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Aja Angelo
(Wh Justice x Aja Aaisha).

photo by Irina Filsinger www.arabianflashlights.com

Wh Justice

Aj Raheda
(Wh Justice x Lumiar Rosalita).

Panarea by Palawan (Wh Justice x Palawan).
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Two of our favorites comments heard
about Justice are; “It is not you who
looks at him, but him who looks
at you”, and, “Justice has infinite
eyes which express 5,000 years of
interaction between the man and the
horse. WH Justice can’t be judged in a
show, he can’t be dissected into a series
of anatomical parts because he is a
whole, what he expresses is unique.”
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him have fallen in love with him; he
is really charming. He knows how to
be loved! Even people who have never
met him are fans! We didn’t think it
was possible that a horse could have so
many supporters all around the world,
and on his behalf, we really would like
to thank them.
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Miss Ali Ana SWF (Wh Justice x Miss Psyche)

Miss Justina SWF (Wh Justice x Miss Psyche).

Eliza Bey SWF (Wh Justice x Natalia Bey).
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All of WH Justice’s traits, and
especially his incredible Arabian
type and expression, are the base for
his great results in the show rings
worldwide! Even more important than
his own achievements in the show
ring, are the tremendous successes of
his fantastic offspring. They mirror his
type, charisma and movements in a
truly distinctive way! We feel extremely
honored and proud to share his life, and
to know that WH Justice has became
an important part of the history of the
Arabian breed! m
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Another big moment for us was when
we trained Justice for the saddle. He
likes to be ridden so much! In fact,
only Thierry rides him and they have
become a great team. Justice was given
the same rigorous training that we give
all of our endurance horses, and he
still asked for more! We cannot move
a bridle in the stable without hearing
his neigh, as if to say, “I’m ready!
Where are we going now?” We are also
impressed by how much Justice enjoys
traveling; as soon as he sees a trailer,
a truck, even a plane’s container, it’s
not easy to keep him from going up
inside! The same thing for the shows –
he loves to show. Although he is very
sweet natured in life, Justice becomes
a lion in the ring. His attitude becomes
strong and bold and says, “look at me,
I’m the king here!”
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Wh Justice.

